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I really see my practices as something that
consists of two parts; my curatorial practice
feeds my artistic one and vice versa. For the
past few years, there have been a few topics on my mind which I’ve been trying to
investigate further, like the friction between
humanity and the Earth, specifically focussing on landscape and environment. On
the other hand, I’ve been very interested in
working in a transhistorical manner. Working with history, but from a contemporary
perspective, is something I’m seeking in the
artists I involve in my projects as well as in
my most current artistic work.
As we speak, I’m developing a new work
‘Terra Incognita’ (working title), looking at
the volcanic soil which forms the foundation
of the old Roman routes here in southern
Italy. By doing this, I’m referring to 18thcentury travel literature.
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The activity of volcanoes not only
shapes the landscape but can also influence the infrastructure and that is something I find fascinating. In the case of
the Via Appia, it meant that the nearby
volcano Colli Albani erupted and lava
flowing in a straight line towards Rome
formed the base of one of the most
famous travel routes in history.
The metamorphosis of the material is
something I find interesting as well; how
something liquid became solid and how
this process is still visible in the material.
Walking over it, one would think that
the metamorphosis came to an end here,
but this matter is always in an evolving
phase, even if this phase will last for a
million years. The same goes for the volcano itself; the idea people have about
this volcano is that it is dead, inactive,
while geophysicists have actually found
out that it is way more active than the
public think, which could turn Rome into
a new Pompei, 1000 years from now. In
this project, I’m drawing from different
historical eras, including future perspectives, starting from this elusive material.

